
Progetti, Homi and Maison&Objet

Trust in 2014, export and growth

Progetti, always present at the main Italian and international trade fairs, related to the furniture, design 
and complements fields, wants to give a sign of confidence for next year, attendance at first two fairs in 
2014: the new born HOMI in Milan and Maison & Objet in Paris. 

Two important presences, both commercial and communicative, that highlight the willingness of the 
company to grow in Italy and abroad, presenting itself as a leader in the creation of design clocks and 
cuckoo clocks.
Progetti, as evidenced by the new markets developed last year (Russia and Korea), which are added to 
our significant worldwide distribution already active, it has a very high percentage of export. It has, 
therefore, chosen as a partner for this expansion the new exhibition dedicated to the home and gifts in 
Milan and the Paris renowned stage.

HOMI (Milan -Rho Fair , 19-22 January) choice for the innovative 
spirit, a fair dedicated to the person, his environment and habits, as 
are Progetti products that adapt to the styles and trends.

Maison & Objet ( Paris , 24-28 January) is a return, an forefront 
appointment in line with developments in the market, an international 
exhibition related to special events in the city.

Both also develop new business strategies, involving traders and buyers from all over the world, are a 
showcase of taste and of global trends that are constantly and rapidly changing. 
The company will involve customers and develop new partnerships by offering a complete and renewed 
catalog paying attention to design and quality, a unique and recognizable symbol of Made in Italy. 

Starts in January with a strong mark that will continue throughout the year with other significant events.
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